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Abstract

Introduction: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is considered the examination of choice for the diagnosis 
of abnormalities in the TMJ. Considering the difficulty in defining and standardizing the diagnostic criteria, 
and the need for more accurate and reliable diagnosis of conditions in the TMJ, the aim of the present study 
was to compare three different MRI parameters: T1-weighted, T2-weighted and proton density–weighted in 
the diagnosis of changes in the temporomandibular joint. Materials and Methods: Fifty magnetic resonance 
imaging examinations of the temporomandibular joint (100 temporomandibular joints) were conducted 
according to a protocol that evaluates disc position, disc function and bone abnormalities. The images were 
obtained bilaterally in parasagittal sections in closed and open mouth positions in the three studied parameters 
Three trained oral radiologists assessed all the images. Reliability of the intra- and inter-examiner response was 
analyzed using the concordance test (Fleiss’ kappa; α = 0.05). Results: The reliability of the response patterns 
between observers for different protocols varied from very good to good. Observers were less constant in 
their response patterns when assessing proton density–weighted images. There was very good agreement 
for disc morphology, cortical bone and bone structures/functions; however, there was wide variation for 
medullary bone marrow signs. Conclusion: T2-weighted imaging was found to be the best examination to 
assess the medullary bone. For evaluating of disc morphology, cortical bone and bone structures/functions, 
any protocol is indicated once the protocol does not interfere with the analysis.

Keywords: temporomandibular joint, magnetic resonance imaging, temporomandibular joint disorders, 
mandibular condyle, temporomandibular articular disc.

1 Introduction

The temporomandibular joint (TMJ) is the joint between 
the jaw and the skull, more specifically, the mandibular 
condylar process with the temporal bone, with the space 
between the two bones occupied by an articular disc 
(MANFREDINI, BONNINI, STELLINI  et  al., 2014). 
Several structural changes may involve the mandible head 
and/or the articular disc (SESSLE 2009; ALMĂŞAN, 
HEDEŞIU, BĂCIUŢ et al., 2013; WANGSRIMONGKOL, 
MANOSUDPRASIT, PISEK et al., 2013), therefore physical 
examination alone has been reported to be inefficient for 
determining a clinical diagnosis for the TMJ (LARHEIM, 
WESTESSON and SANO, 2001; SANO, YAMAMOTO, 
OKANO et al., 2004). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
is considered the examination of choice for the diagnosis 
of abnormalities in the TMJ; the articular disc can be seen 
and the cortex, marrow, hyaline cartilage, muscle, fluid and 
fibrous tissue can be differentiated. Inherent soft tissue 
discrimination (vague) allows acquisition of thin sections 
and the development of faster imaging techniques and dual-
coil imaging has facilitated bilateral examination of the TMJ 
(TASALI, CUBUK, ARICAK et al., 2012; MANFREDINI, 

BONNINI, STELLINI  et  al., 2014; ALMĂŞAN, 
HEDEŞIU, BĂCIUŢ et al., 2013).

In order to show the different tissues and structures, MRI 
protocols with specific acquisition parameters are normally 
used to examine the behaviour of particular components 
of a structure. In addition, depending on the acquisition 
parameters, certain morphological and pathologic conditions 
can be visualized in different ways. Thus, MR images may be 
captured in three forms: the first, a T1-weighted image, is 
used not only to assess normal anatomy but also to evaluate 
disorders mainly after administration of contrast medium; 
T2-weighted images are normally used to evaluate tissues 
that exhibit changes, in this case the presence of swelling 
and high vascularization of the tissue lead to a very intense 
signal on T2-weighted images; and Proton density (PD)-
weighted images have characteristics intermediate between 
T1-weighted and T2-weighted images and are therefore 
very useful for visualization of menisci and ligaments are 
used in protocols for assessing muscle (LOPES, COSTA, 
CRUZ et al., 2012; ALMĂŞAN, HEDEŞIU, BĂCIUŢ et al., 
2013).
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The TMJ has benefited enormously from the development 
of MRI in the field of diagnostic imaging because it is a non-
invasive method with no ionizing radiation effects. MRI 
provides high-definition images of the condyle, articular 
fossa and eminence, articular disc and structures around 
them, so MRI is therefore one of the best imaging modalities 
for detecting alterations in the TMJ (COZZOLLINO, 
RAPOPORT, FRANZI  et  al., 2008; LOPES, COSTA, 
CRUZ et al., 2012). However, the different types of imaging 
protocols are not equally effective for detecting the changes 
that can affect the TMJ. The efficacy of a specific protocol 
depends mainly on diagnostic accuracy, which is a complex 
interaction between the image and the person evaluating and 
interpreting the image (BROOKS, BRAND, GIBBS et al., 
1997; LOPES, COSTA, CRUZ et al., 2012).

Several studies in the literature report changes in the TMJ 
using MRI, and many use a combination of images acquired 
using only two parameters (COZZOLLINO, RAPOPORT, 
FRANZI et al., 2008; LOPES, COSTA, CRUZ et al., 2012; 
ALMĂŞAN, HEDEŞIU, BĂCIUŢ et al., 2013) but, until 
recently, no scientific study has evaluated and compared the 
efficiency of diagnosing changes in the TMJ using three 
imaging acquisition parameters. Therefore, advancing our 
understanding of the prevalence, cause, diagnosis, natural 
progression and treatment of changes in the TMJ depends 
on the reliability and validity of the diagnostic criteria 
(SCHIFFMAN, TRUELOVE, OHRBACH et al., 2010).

Because of the difficulty in defining and standardizing 
the diagnostic criteria (SESSLE, 2009), and the need for 
more accurate and reliable diagnosis of conditions in the 
TMJ, the aim of this study was to compare the different 
types of acquisition protocols for MRI (T1-weighted, 
T2-weighted and PD) in the diagnosis of changes in the 
temporomandibular joint by assessing the position and 
morphology of the articular disc as well as of the bone 
components of the TMJ. We attempt to clarify what 
parameter is better to elucidate the each studied condition.

2 Materials and Methods

This retrospective study was approved by the Human 
Ethical Committee. Fifty MRI examinations of the TMJ 
(100 TMJs) from individuals of both sexes, aged between18 
and 75 years (mean 43.5 years) who had undergone an 
MRI scan in the previous 12 months, according to different 
indications, were reviewed.

2.1 MRI

All images were acquired in a Medical System unit (General 
Electric, Milwaukee, WI, USA), which has a magnetic field 
rated at 1.5 T, using a TMJ 7.5-cm dual-surface coil and 
the following parameters: T1-weighted spin-echo (T1W) 
sequences, repetition time (TR) 300.0 ms, echo time (TE) 
12.7 ms, matrix 512 × 512, echo time 4, thickness 3 mm, 
field of view (FOV) 15 × 15 cm; T2-weighted spin-echo 
(T2W) sequences, TR 1500.0 ms, TE, 107.0 ms, matrix 512 
× 512, echo time 18, thickness 3 mm, FOV 15 × 15 cm; PD 
fat-suppression–weighted (PDW) sequences, TR 1016.7 ms, 
TE 14.2 ms, matrix 512 × 512, echo time 4, thickness 3 mm, 
FOV 15 × 15cm. All examinations were performed without 
sedation and without contrast injection in the joints.

In each examination, axial localizer T1W images were 
obtained in the closed mouth position in order to obtain the 
real long axis of each right and left condyle. The parasagittal 
images (perpendicular to the central part of the long axis of 
each condyle) were then planned and considered for analysis. 
The parasagittal images were obtained in the closed and 
open mouth positions using the three different parameters: 
T1W, T2W and PDW (Figure  1). Thus, for each TMJ, 6 
sets of central parasagittal images were evaluated: T1 in 
closed and open mouth positions, T2W images in closed and 
open mouth positions and PDW in closed and open mouth 
positions. The images were evaluated separately by three oral 
radiologists, each with 10 years experience in maxillofacial 
radiology and in diagnostic MRI examinations. The images 
were interpreted dynamically by each radiologist. The 
examiners were blinded to the results and had previously 
evaluated images during a calibration session. The images 
were interpreted on a monitor under appropriate conditions 
with suitable brightness.

2.2 Image evaluation

The images were evaluated using the following protocol:
(a) The position of the articular disc on closed mouth 

images was classified as follows: normal when the 
location of the posterior band of the disc was in the 
superior portion of the condyle, or the 12 o’clock 
position relative to the condyle; displaced when 
the posterior band of the disc was anterior to the 
superior part of the condyle (TASAKI, WESTESSON, 
ISBERG et al., 1996) (Figure 2b);

(b) The position of the articular disc on open mouth 
images was classified as follows: reduction when the 
intermediate portion of the articular disc was located 
between the vertex of the eminence and the condyle 
(Figure  2a); or not reduced when there was no 
articular disc between the eminence and the condyle;

(c) The mobility of the condyle was classified as follows: 
normal when the condyle was positioned close to the 
apex of the eminence at the maximum open mouth 
position; hypomobility when the condyle at the 
maximum open mouth position was positioned behind 
the eminence vertex; hypermobility when the condyle 
at the maximum open mouth positions was positioned 
in front of and above the eminence vertex (Figure 2d);

(d) Visualization of the cortical bone (the condyle, 
mandibular fossa and articular eminence) was classified 
as follows: continuous when the hyposignal of the 
cortical bone showed no interruptions; discontinuous 
or thickened when the hyposignal showed interruptions 
or thickened areas, respectively;

(e) The condyle medullary bone signal was normal 
when the medullary showed a hypersignal on the 
T1W image, a hyposignal on the T2W image, and an 
intermediate signal on the PDW image. Otherwise it 
was considered abnormal (Figure 2e);

(f) Morphology of the articular disc was normal when 
the three zones (posterior, intermediate and anterior) 
were distinguishable in the images. The articular disc 
signal was normal when it presented a hyposignal in all 
images;

(g) Flattening of the mandibular condyle was either 
present or absent;
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Figure 1. Examples of images in the parasagittal plane: a1, T1W closed mouth position; a2, T1W open mouth position; b1, T2W 
closed mouth position; b2, T2W open mouth position; c1, PDW closed mouth position; c2, PDW open mouth position.
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(h) Osteophytes were present when there was bone 
formation in the condyle cortical thickness with the 
same convex shape, similar to a duckbill, or absent 
(Figure 2c and 2e).

2.3 Statistical methods and analyses of the results

The reliability of intra-examiner response patterns based 
on individual responses to images from different modalities 
and inter-examiner response based on the response of the 
group to the same imaging modality were analyzed using 
the Fleiss kappa test. All statistical analyses were conducted 
using the Stata Statistics/Data Analysis version 11.0 software 
(StataCorp, Texas, USA) with the significance level set at 5% 
(α = 0.05).

3 Results

Table 1 shows very good and good agreement for the intra-
examiner response patterns for different imaging modalities. 
Examiner 1 showed a higher strength of agreement in their 
response patterns than Examiner 2. There was very good 
and good agreement between the inter-examiner response 
patterns for the same imaging modality.

Table  2 shows the high variability of the examiners’ 
response patterns for different imaging modalities for the 
individual variables. The variables disc closed mouth, disc 
open mouth, bone cortical–articular eminence, osteophyte 
showed very good agreement between different imaging 
modalities. The variables mobility, condyle cortical bone, 
cortical bone–articular eminence, articular disc signal, 

flattening of the condyle show very good and good 
agreement; the variable cortical bone–mandibular fossa 
show great variability in the response patterns from good 
agreement to fair agreement, indicating that the observer had 
difficulty with this diagnosis. There was poor agreement for 
the bone marrow signal variable indicating that the observers 
were not able to agree; however, when we evaluated each 
parameter singly, T2W imaging was found to be the most 
appropriate because it showed greater agreement among the 
raters (89.3%).

MRI is currently considered the gold standard for 
evaluation of the TMJ, articular disc and its bone components 
(TASAKI, WESTESSON, ISBERG et al., 1996; BROOKS, 
BRAND, GIBBS et al., 1997; COZZOLLINO, RAPOPORT, 
FRANZI  et  al., 2008; SCHIFFMAN, TRUELOVE, 
OHRBACH et al., 2010; TASALI, CUBUK, ARICAK et al., 
2012; MANFREDINI, BONNINI, STELLINI et al., 2014; 
ALMĂŞAN, HEDEŞIU, BĂCIUŢ  et  al., 2013). Greater 
understanding of the prevalence, causes, treatment and 
natural history of temporomandibular disorders depends 
directly on the reliability and validity of the diagnostic criteria 
(SCHIFFMAN, TRUELOVE, OHRBACH  et  al., 2010). 
Thus, the present study compares the performance of three 
image acquisition parameters (T1W, T2W and PDW) by 
evaluating the articular disc (position and function) and the 
presence of bone changes (cortical and medullary) and TMJ 
components; the more images required, the greater is the 
total examination time and the possible discomfort for the 
patient as well as chances of negative effects (claustrophobia, 
movements, etc.).

Figure 2. Examples of images in the parasagittal plane (zoom) for different subjects showing: (a) normal disc position (reduction) in 
the open mouth position (T1W); (b) disc displacement in the closed mouth position (T1W); (c) osteophyte (PDW); (d)  hypermobility 
(T2W); (e) osteophyte and medullary necrosis (T1W).
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T1W imaging is used routinely and is ideal for revealing 
general anatomic detail with marrow signal enhancement; 
T2W images emphasize the existence of possible changes 
such as the presence of oedema, joint effusion, and oedema 
at the bone marrow. In addition to these routine protocols, 
PDW images show hybrid characteristics, enabling high 
definition even in lesions of the articular disc, PDW and 
T1W images tend to reveal the gross anatomy more 
clearly than T2W images (LOPES, COSTA, CRUZ et  al., 
2012). However, because of the complexity of the signal, 
the potential difficulty in interpreting the images and the 
limited value for visualizing bone and bone densities can 
be considered drawbacks. Styles and Whyte (2002) suggest 
that parasagittal and paracoronal T1W and PDW images 
in the closed mouth position are ideal for evaluating joint 
anatomy. In the present study, we found that the variable 
bone marrow signal showed poor concordance between 
examiners, and the diagnosis of medullary conditions is thus 
influenced by the chosen protocol; T2W imaging showed 
greater agreement among raters.

Regarding the analysis of medullary signs, it is sometimes 
necessary to compare images acquired using two sets 
of parameters. Normally, the bone marrow is seen with 
hyperintense T1W imaging and a less intense signal is seen 
on T2W imaging. Reversal of these characteristics, that is, 
a hypointense signal on T1W imaging and a hyperintense 
signal on T2W imaging, indicates the possible presence of 
medullary oedema, but it does not rule out other changes, 
such as the presence of necrosis or subchondral cysts, which 
are well visualized on T1W images or even PDW images. 
What we mean by this is that the variable component of the 
bone marrow signal in the TMJ is a differentiating factor 
and discordant in this study. Thus, there is a need for a 
comparative evaluation between two or more parameters, 

such as T1W/T2W or PDW/T2W to make a correct 
diagnosis. Just one set of images cannot provide an accurate 
diagnosis of the bone marrow, which justifies acquisition of 
images using different parameters with a longer examination 
time.

The signals reconstructed from MRI are complex and 
variable and have the potential to confuse a professional 
who does not have experience with this technique (LOPES, 
COSTA, CRUZ et al., 2012). In our study all the examiners 
were dentists or radiologists with more than 10 years of 
experience in this type of examination. Intra- and inter-
examiner reliability was very good and showed good 
diagnostic ability, demonstrating that MRI is a reliable 
method for the assessment of TMJ, in accordance with 
Almăşan, Hedeşiu, Băciuţ et al. (2013).

In the present study, the variables disc closed mouth 
(normal or displaced), disc open mouth (with or without 
reduction), cortical bone–articular tubercle (continuous, 
thickened, displaced) and osteophyte (present, absent) 
showed very good agreement between the parameters 
indicating that T1W, T2W or PDW can be used reliably in the 
diagnosis. Clinicians should observe carefully the variation 
in articular disc displacement, because this condition is 
shown as a precursor of future more serious changes, such 
as synovial proliferation and effusion. The present study 
demonstrates that this condition can be diagnosed regardless 
of the parameter chosen.

The lack of association of images with clinical data may 
be considered a limitation in the present study. Therefore, 
additional research focused on the relationship between the 
signs and symptoms of the clinical diagnosis and the results 
of MRI is necessary to better understand dynamic imaging 
of the TMJ using specific parameters.

Table 1. Reliability of the intra- and inter-observer response patterns.
Analysis Variables Agreement (%) Kappa Standard 

error
Z Prob>Z

Intra-observer Obs1 PDW × T1W 92.0 0.82a 0.04 18.38 0.00
PDW × T2W 91.2 0.81a 0.04 18.23 0.00
T1W × T2W 90.4 0.79b 0.04 17.91 0.00

Obs2 PDW × T1W 87.2 0.71b 0.04 15.89 0.00
PDW × T2W 84.8 0.67b 0.04 15.12 0.00
T1W × T2W 85.2 0.68b 0.04 15.35 0.00

Obs3 PDW × T1W 89.8 0.77b 0.04 17.29 0.00
PDW X×T2W 88.0 0.75b 0.04 16.78 0.00
T1W × T2W 87.8 0.74b 0.04 16.73 0.00

Inter-observer PDW Obs1 × Obs2 86.4 0.70b 0.04 15.63 0.00
Obs1 × Obs3 94.8 0.89a 0.04 19.80 0.00
Obs2 × Obs3 84.0 0.65b 0.04 14.44 0.00

T1W Obs1 × Obs2 88.8 0.74b 0.04 16.59 0.00
Obs1 × Obs3 97.4 0.94a 0.04 21.04 0.00
Obs2 × Obs3 88.6 0.74b 0.04 16.53 0.00

T2W Obs1 × Obs2 89.6 0.78b 0.04 17.47 0.00
Obs1 × Obs3 97.2 0.94a 0.04 21.06 0.00
Obs2 × Obs3 87.6 0.74b 0.04 16.58 0.00

Strength of agreement in accordance with the kappa values: avery good (1.00≤k≥0.81); bgood (0.80≤k≥0.61); cmoderate (0.60≤k≥0.41); 
dfair (0.40≤k≥0.21); epoor (k≤0.20).
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4 Conclusion

Based on the results of this study, it can be concluded that 
the diagnosis of medullary bone signs is influenced by the 
type of parameter used for the MRI examination. T2W is the 
best examination to assess medullary signs. To evaluate disc 
morphology/function, cortical bone and bone functions, the 
choice of any parameter (T1W, T2W or PDW) is indicated 
once the protocol did not interfere with the analysis.
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